






As is common with marketing, updates happen

rapidly. To stay on top of all the emerging trends

and marketing strategies, download our School app

and pay attention to the "NEWS" section. We'll post

updated weblinks and/or materials routinely there.





Social platforms:  Describes any social service like Instagram, Tik Tok,

YouTube, etc.

ROI: Return On Investment; used to describe the expectation of reward you

may receive for any particular investment you make (money, time, etc).

App: An app differs from a browser based service in that it is actual code

that is downloaded to your hardware (computer, phone, etc). It can also

include browsing capabilities from inside the app but it is controlled and

limited by the app's preset boundaries. Companies prefer you to use their

apps (when available) as once you are in their in their app, they can control

what you do and do not see (even when browsing from inside the app)

Browser-based: Used to describe a service that runs on an internet browser.

It does not require permanent download of software code to your device. It

does rely however, on Internet connectivity and a compatible browser.

Cloud or Cloud Storage: If you're an Apple user, this service provides a way

to store  and access your digital content in a way that doesn't require you to

access it through a particular hard drive or your home computer.  We will

cover this in more depth in our Storing Content section.

Any other terms we missed? Please let us know of any other terms you

think we should add to this list! Send an e-mail and we'll get it updated

ASAP.

james@oliverfinley.com 





The way we dress, how we wear our hair, if we have tattoos or body piercings, the

car we drive...all of those things contribute to our personal "brand." To take it a

step further; how we speak, the way we treat others, the way we educate

ourselves are all a big part of how we're perceived by others...which means it's

part of our branding.

This actually helps make "building your brand" much easier to work on. The way we

want to be experienced by others (as an individual or as a business) is what drives

the process of creating logos, building websites, curating our social platforms, etc.

Where we work, what we look like, how we treat others...every experience that

someone else can have with us is part of that "branding."

Maybe it's the culture you create for your business, the way people "feel" when

they are around you...the way they feel around you anywhere, frankly. Perhaps your

branding includes adopting causes that you are passionate about (ie: recycling,

fair trade practices, cruelty-free, etc).

The most important decisions we make are the ones that drive the success we can

grow for ourselves through smart choices, hard work, and creative thinking.  

The continuing process of building your brand is easier to accomplish when you

have clarity on how you want to be experienced by others. So how do you

accomplish this? Let's do a quick exercise on brand building!  

We all want to be experienced by others in a

way that is unique to how we think and feel. 

















This was made in 5 minutes through a Numbers template 



CREATE, STORE,
FORMAT

LET'S MAKE
SOME CONTENT

Let's get into the fun stuff! Creating original content

is an invaluable asset to have for your marketing. Not

only that, but knowing how to present them and

where to store them! 

This section will cover every aspect of just that. 















😉



EMAIL,
PORTFOLIO,
RESUME

PUT YOUR BEST
FOOT FORWARD
So you're basically a pro at creating, storing, and

properly formatting your content. Amazing! 

What's next? Letting potential employees know how

awesome you are. So let's get your stellar content

put together more formally. 







































































Is Facebook still a relevant social media platform? 

Is Facebook dead? Is it still relevant to be on? Well, depends on what type of

audience you want to reach. How many of them do you think are still on this

social platform? Even if you personally do not like using Facebook, could your

dream clientele be accessing it daily? 

Facebook is a great platform to begin a Business Page. Be sure to separate

your business and personal persona. With Facebook, the profile that you login

to on a regular basis (your personal profile) is what you will use to administrate

your business page - that is the ONLY way in which the two are connected.

Why Facebook?

• Paid advertising

• Great hub for sharing content that directs your audience to another site

• Links to your professional Instagram Business Profile 

A business page offers a number tools! For OFA, we make the most of our

Facebook page by using paid ads. We are able to target an audience of our

choosing by narrowing down the specific audience we want seeing our paid

post. Everything from location, age, even their interests are all details we can

tweak to handpick our demographic. We use Call to Action buttons to

encourage that audience to either "Sign Up", "Contact Us", "Learn More", and

anything that will ultimately guide them to another information source (ex:

website). We can align our links to our specific business goals. As a result of

using all these tools on our Facebook page, we are able to access insights,

which are the analytics that let us know how each post is performing, and

make more informed marketing decisions.  









How do you use this app for business?

Snapchat is one of those apps that tends to attract a very specific

audience. This is a great option if you know that you already use it

regularly and that your audience is actively using it. Snapchat also has

advertising features available, which can up your clientele and business

presence. You can create custom filters for your brand to help you gain

for followers based on your location! With a more playful take on

traditional advertising, Snapchat can be a great option if you want a

youthful clientele.  

Why Snapchat?

• Specific user audience

• Location based filters/ads

• Branded filters

• Snapcodes

• Fun + engaging

 If you want to connect with people under the age of 35, Snapchat is the

right place to be. Also, more than 1/3 of Snapchat users can't be found

on Instagram, so this may be your only way to reach that demographic.

This is a place to show off your more playful side, with the Snapchat

persona being all about keeping it casual and fun. Outline your

objectives, determine what your brand tone and look will be, and start

snapping!  



Vine reinvented
 

Remember Vine? TikTok is similar in idea, with short form video content

the only type available. If you've been avoiding downloading TikTok, it

might be best to buckle up and hop on the trend. It's proving to be a

powerful tool for marketing (along with being a fun, less curated style

that's super effective!) and shows no sign of slowing down.

 

So what if you can't dance? Do you need to be a video expert? No and

no. Anyone can use TikTok successfully. You just have to find your niche

and grow from there! From educational videos to beauty transitions,

there are so many ways to use TikTok for your business.

 

Why TikTok?

•  creative content

• fun + engaging 

• duet, stitch, and join challenges (or start one!)

• young demographic

 

Like any other social platform, the best way to learn how to use TikTok

is to experiment! The more you use it, the more familiar you'll become

with the type of challenges that go viral, the sounds you can create

original content with, and more. While most other social platforms

present a very curated, professional feel, TikTok is where brands can

play. You don't have to make every frame perfect - in fact, the more

relatable and realistic your content is, the more likely it will go viral.  



By: James Lancaster | james@oliverfinley.com

 

Google...a vast topic.

 

This could've easily been a novel as I have so much I can share with you

about working with Google. However I do my best to touch on the

basics here and we can answer your individual questions if you want

more information/insight. 

 

There is sound logic in utilizing the services of one of the biggest online

companies in the world. As we've mentioned before, they offer a

stability and longevity to their core services that makes them a fairly

safe partner for online marketing. Consider this: Google operates and

controls the world's largest search engine...no one else even comes

close.  Bing, Yahoo, and Badui combined can't touch Google's size and

audience percentage (at time of publication 2021, Google accounts

for 76% and 86% of desktop and mobile search traffic,

respectively). Now throw in YouTube and other influencers and you

have a marketing machine that dominates just about everything else

out there. 

 

Please keep in mind that this section focuses primarily on Google tools

that excel because of their search engine dominance. 

Let's get started with a basic overview of a couple Google tools we

use here at the school. 

 



Google Ads: (formerly AdWords): This service will take a great deal

of commitment. It will require your time and a monetary budget (you

choose the amount though). However, if you want my opinion on the

service, it is quite frankly the most powerful marketing tool I've ever

used, period. 

 

Remember the phone book? People used it to find services, products,

other people, etc. You would look up the topic you needed and filter

through the ads. Businesses that chose to spend more money in yellow

page ads could buy a bugger ad than their competitors. It didn't

matter if they were the best business in their category or not - only that

they chose to spend the most money. 

 

With the slow death of the phone book, online search engines have

become the new place to find businesses, services, etc. And because

Google gets the lion's share of that search business everyday, it makes

Google Ads a valuable resource for businesses.

 

A brief description on how Google Ads works:

After opening your Ads account, you establish a daily budget, a

geographical region and you begin creating campaigns that allow you

to appear in searches that people make using Google. They also have

display ads (those little ads that you come across while you're on the

web), retargeting services (so you can reconnect with folks who have

visited your website), and other goodies that we won't be covering

here.  

  



Here's a very basic scenario of what a person could do using Ads:

Imagine you're a color specialist here in Boise. You're really good, but

not too many people know about you, so you're tempted to try

discounts to attract new customers. 

Now imagine you decide to spend $500 in one month to add 25 new

permanent clients using NO discounts. 

You can do that through Ads campaigns. Establish a geographic

territory (where your paid ads will show up) using a 5 mile ring around

the salon you work at. Choose your keywords (the terms you imagine

people use when looking for a new colorist), and add those keywords

to your campaign. Your $500 month long budget will give you roughly

$17/day for Google to consume. 

Now within your geographic region, when someone enters one of your

keywords (or phrases), your ad pops up on the first page of their search

results. You can tailor what your ad says and make sure it fits your

voice and the type of clientele you want to attract. 

 

I've only scratched the surface on Google Ads here...but hopefully this

mini tutorial was helpful in at least piquing your interest. Many

businesses use Google Ads to make competitor campaigns. This type

of campaign could potentially target the name of a well known local

salon for example, that you know many folks will search for by name.

When their search results populate, your business name/ad will appear

for people to consider instead!  

 
(Please note that the scenarios related above are completely dependent on your strength

of developing strong Ads campaigns AND having a budget for it).



Google for Business: Simply the most powerful Marketing tool a

business can utilize currently. This refers to the Google business listing

that shows up when you Google a business by name. If you're working

at a Salon and leasing a chair, you can establish a Google business

page (there are verification steps that take place requiring a physical

address). A Google business listing can show the hours you're

available, an overview of what you provide, brands you carry/use,

photos, specials, and small banner ads - all FREE.

YouTube: As viewers, most of us use YouTube a lot! As a business, you

can monetize your own videos (if applicable) and you can pay to have

banner ads show up during other people's videos (you can specify the

categories to a small degree but it's not an exact science

unfortunately). You can also pay to run those full sized commercials

that often start at the beginning of other people's videos (you've seen

them). This is another very large topic and I won't go into detail here

because of the depth of information involved. YouTube can be a very

powerful growth tool for you. Video viewing has exploded in the last 5

years and is only getting bigger with every passing day. 

As I mentioned at the beginning of this section, you are more than

welcome to email me with any questions you may have. 

 

james@oliverfinley.com








